THE ENGLISH CLUB

ABOUT.
Confluence is an English club within the college that aims
to create non-competitive safe spaces for CMS students to
sharpen their linguistic prowess and be better than they
were yesterday at the English language.
This club aims to be the pivot of refinement in terms
Ergo is JU-CMS’ Annual English magazine. It is a
creatively documented representation of each year at
CMS, showcasing the activities of the college teams,
events at CMS, and even includes literary submissions
contributed by the CMS fraternity.
The team is led by its faculty coordinator Ms Shilpi Agarwal, and comprises of a blend of
organisers, graphic designers, photographers, and editors
who regularly organize events to promote the literary
arts, and who release the yearly publication - Ergo.
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INAUGURAL - THE FIRST STEP.
The Inaugural event for "Confluence", the English club was a great kick-start to the year ahead,


with a large turnout and participation.
The Chief Guest was an alumnus of CMS, Mr Soumyajit Pal.
The Inaugural comprised of a visual showcase of all the diverse activities and arts that the club
aspires to give a platform to. It was a blend of spoken pieces, photography showcases, and an
exhibition of diverse visual art forms such as painting, sketching, and resin art.

ERGO - THE ENGLISH MAGAZINE.
Team Confluence has within it an Editorial
Board of graphic designers and editors that
work together to compile the annual English
publication - 'Ergo'.

     
   
            





  

          
  



It is a reflection of the complete college life
experience at CMS. Every event, activity, team,
and

programme

is

documented

in

the

magazine.
Ergo also includes a special literary section
comprised of submissions made by members
of the CMS fraternity including articles,
poetry, short reads, and more.
The magazine is accessible digitally through
the college website and in the college library.
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CONFLUENCE OF PEOPLE
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THE OPEN MIC
The Open Mic hosted by Confluence took
place at the JU-CMS campus.
The Open Mic was one of the most memorable
events for the club. It provided a noncompetitive safe space to the students to
showcase

their

talents

in

a

welcoming

environment. Categories in the Open Mic
included Poetry, Storytelling, Music, Standup and Short Reads.
The event was graced by our Director - Dr.
Dinesh Nilkant, our college students, and
even a few of our teachers and staff members.
Pulling in several diverse participants, the
event has marked a momentous milestone for
Team Confluence.

 



   

  

Maitry Kothari

Aawez Hashmi

Nasir Yaqoob

Kanishk Munoth

Abhishek Bachhawat

Hemesh

Shravani

Sachin Kumar

Anikesh Jain

Parth Arora

Vishal S Jain

Raghav Kinger

Tanay Kedia

Nishita

Nikitha Raysoni

Ashay Gupta

Abhinav Warad

Manvith Reddy

Salim

Bhavikaa T Dhariwall

Sourabh Kumar

Sandeep

Rafiullah

Tushar Chopda

Tina Agarwal

Pooja Dokania

Mohammadsaber A

Mansi K Panani

Mallica Mishra

Muskkan Chawla

Shreshth Poddar

Amatullah Vahanwala

Pavana J

Nitika Krishna

Aditya Kumar

Md. Arsalan - photographer

UPCOMING ACTIVITIESɺ
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- Team Confluence
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